
Half the Animal, the Los Angeles-based alternative rock quartet, is reaching a 
new creative zenith via their latest single “bad bad Love,” out September 22 via 
the group’s independent imprint Noise Nest Records. The track—a flirtatiously 
lush soundscape built atop hypnotic vocal melodies, piercing piano chords, 
dreamy synths, and powerful lyrics—perfectly epitomizes the group’s infectious 
blend of catchy, hook-laden rock attitude and pop-driven studio finesse that finds 
a fitting home equally across mainstream radio and global stadiums. The band 
first made impact with their debut single and first-ever certified hit “Babylon,” a 
grandiose, stadium-sized rock anthem of epic proportions, which has garnered 
over 1 million streams online collectively since its release July 2016. In just one 
short year, Half the Animal have already earned impressive accolades on a local 
and national level, including strong radio support on multiple SiriusXM channels 
and regular airplay on tastemaker Los Angeles stations ALT 98.7 and KROQ, 
which also featured the band on their celebrated Locals Only program. They’ve 
also been featured in the iTunes What’s Hot chart and have gained the #1 spot 
on the Shazam charts, when “Babylon” caught massive momentum on leading 
alternative station WEBN in Cincinnati, OH. “Babylon” also topped the “What’s 
Hot” chart on popular music app Ditty. To date, Half the Animal count over 1 
million YouTube views, collectively, as well as 1 million likes on social media 
platform Musical.ly. This fall, the group kicks off a 27-date US tour across all 
major markets alongside Atlas Genius. With their hit single “Babylon” burning up 
the charts, Half the Animal are now redefining their creative vision and musical 
direction with their forthcoming track, “bad bad Love.” As the new kids on the 
block to watch, Half the Animal are on the cusp of solidifying their well-earned 
mainstream crossover status. 
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